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About This Content

Cruel, brutal and utterly ruthless.

The Dragan Character Pack is the 16th DLC for PAYDAY 2. It allows heisters to play as Dragan, the Croatian Infiltrator of the
PAYDAY gang. Other than Dragan himself, it includes the Infiltrator perk deck, Dragan's mask, Dragan's Cleaver knife melee

weapon and the Lion's Roar assault rifle.

Key Features
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•A new playable character – It's time to introduce Dragan, the Infiltrator of the PAYDAY gang. Dragan may be a former cop,
but he's a former Croatian cop, which means his methods make the MPDC look like timid babysitters. He was brought to

America and accepted into the PAYDAY gang as a favor to The Butcher. While there were some early suspicions regarding his
true loyalties, his ability and commitment are indisputable.

•Infiltrator perk deck – The Infiltrator is an agent hired by a government or large criminal organization to obtain information
about its enemies, or by a corporation to obtain industrial secrets from its competitors. The Infiltrator is a close combat

specialist who knows how to use the environment in order to get the upper hand.

•New assault rifle – The Lion’s Roar rifle is 765 mm (30.1 in) long, with a 500 mm (20 in) barrel. The whole rifle body is a
mono-block construction made from high impact polymer. When looked at from the front, it looks something like a bugle. May

this weapon hearken your glorious arrival, and may it help you perform the glorious melodies of PAYDAY.

•New melee weapon – The cleaver is a kind of knife primarily used for cutting through meat and bone, but rather than using
precise cuts the cleaver delivers powerful hammer-like blows that rend even the most durable flesh. Cleavers have a long history
of butchering human beings as well as livestock, as the Chinese Triad consider the Cleaver something of a trademark weapon.

Easily concealable, inexpensive, and a marked effect on both the target’s psyche and body. In short, you can go Full-Cow-
Sacrifice-in-Apocalypse-Now-mode.
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•Dragan's mask – With a background like the one Dragan has, there’s no surprise he aspires to greatness in the criminal
underworld. His mask represents a lot of his own characteristics, with the clear resemblance to some of the original crew’s

masks that tells of his ability to infiltrate and blend in while still having some features that tells of his unending ruthlessness. The
Croatian checker on the forehead serves as a reminder for both himself and his enemies to be aware that he is not your common

western street thug.
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Title: PAYDAY 2: Dragan Character Pack
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
Lion Game Lion, OVERKILL - a Starbreeze Studio.
Publisher:
505 Games
Release Date: 22 Jan, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP3

Processor:2 GHz Intel Dual Core Processor

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA GeForce 8800/ATI Radeon HD 2600 (256MB minimum)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:13 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian
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An excellent game for children and for those who just want to test their attentiveness. An excellent puzzle for finding
differences.. Although after getting the route, I ran into a lot of problems with the Class 378, but thanks to the community, I
have managed to sort this out easily.
With that fixed, the route is amazing, highly detailed in scenery and lots of speed changes to keep you going (there is even a
power change!). The route may seem expensive, yes it's 17 miles and yes you only get 1 train. However, I feel a lot has gone into
this route and therefore it is worth the money if this is your kind of route,

The scenarios included aren't really exciting, very few AI trains and the usual stopping passenger services. Fortunately, this
should be replaced by workshop scenarios, where I have already seen some great ones.

Overall, I would highly recommend this route to those interested. There are lots of stations to call at and the route is going right
into the heart of London, so for those who like to go fast, don't be surprised if you can't!. 5\/10 Not the best by far, but not the
worst solitaire game either. Wait for a sale, is my advise, and only get this if you've played just about all the other solitaire
games out there.

I suspect this was made longer ago than other solitaire games. It feels more bare bones than others. And the number of cards you
get on some levels is off. For instance, you need to uncover a hammer to turn over cards with stone on them but I kept clicking
and clicking on the deck and not getting the card I needed. Now there are wild cards you can use. They are numbered and one
time use. So you could use one of those if you have the one you need to continue. And in the store you can buy a random wild
card. That was the first red flag that popped up in my head. Hmm....this might be one of those game that was phone\/tablet
game with in-app purchases and they want you to buy more wild cards. On Steam this cannot be done so we are stuck with the
way it is. YOu'll have to do some grinding to build up your wild card deck and money to buy special help items. That's another
red flag, becauase I did not gain enough money to buy all the help items! That is the first time that's happened to me in a
solitaire game. Usually by the last level one has already bought them all.

Graphics look older and are just ok. Nothing special.

Sound: I don't know because I turned it off to listen to my own music while playing.

Final thoughts: Since Steam only has a yes\/no review system I'm giving it a tentative yes. I only give "NO"s to really, really bad
games. This one is just for solitaire fanatics who have played everything else and need something new to play. Not the best by
far. But not really the worst. I've seen one that is blatantly skewed to in-app purchases and they didn't change it for Steam. This
one isn't as bad as that, just middle of the pack (heh, heh, nice pun, eh? pack?). Its fun and you lose time in it, alot of dying but
thats also fun. You dont lose everything you have built when you die, only things you have on you. The controls are kinda
annoying and you sort of wrestle them abit. They have a counter until the next update, kinda like they did it in The Forest so
hopefully they will add more. Alot of stuff to explore and the mission is to repair your space shuttle, and there is some enemies
and metors that you have worry about. The game has a puzzle element to it and it really makes you wonder more about what
happend. Great game! Simple but addictive :). This is a very challenging game. It is frustrating. It is also VERY fun and gives
you a real sense of accomplishment for getting past obstacles and levels. I was lucky enough to have KillerPokeGames, the
developer, in my stream last night and It was just an amazing time playing this. I was playing this for over 8 hours, died over
1500 times, and had a blast!. This game is bad and you should feel bad. ABSOLUTELY FANTASTIC! THIS game is totally the
reason why I bought VR!

The atmosphere both visually and audibly totally immerses you in Victorian London it is stunning and this game is a massive
bang for your buck with loads of different locations and all sorts of different tasks and gameplay types to complete.

I won't spoil the story but it is beautiful, funny, silly, scary but actually ingenious and I think steampunk fans will totally love it.

Strangley, whilst I really enjoyed the Story mode in here, the seek and destroy arcade style wave shooter mode version of the
game is extremley addictive, at time of writing I haven't tried them all but will be back in there for another high score attempt
soon.

Voice Commands are AMAZING! Springhorn guy is HILARIOUS Weapons are challenging but totally worth the learning
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curve, favourite for me is the Magnets.

Nice to see a game go from demo and ealry access and not only be completed but tick all the boxes of what VR should be, this is
a must have for any VR library IMHO.
. i just bought the tests of wisdom and speed and endless. AND NOW ITS OVER AND I BLEW 8 BUCKS!!!!!
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an enjoyable game that was made with love.. Excellent co-op tower defense. Great value.. Dark Souls is great. This rerelease is
fine.. Well yeah, it's mostly a mobile game as there's so much Microtransactions AND THEY DONT EVEN USE IT
PROPERLY.

For a free to play title that has mixed ratings I say this is a great game. I play the game like a true man or woman and don't turn
into them Pay to Win people who likes to spend money on 50 Gold. Quite Addictive to be honest, BUT I want to see more
community listening not ignoring the community.

Devs need to listen to the community, see their opinions on how to change games like these. It can help a bunch.

And If possible, maybe have these Realms styled a bit more differently compared to other
player's Realms.

*GREAT GAME KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK AND KEEP THIS GAME HAPPY AND ALIVE!*

Also, I really hope this game will get future Updates. Especially updates like adding a Chat to talk to other people, or even,
specific Units. or at least customizable.. Beautifully designed, awesome experience. I really really liked it. It's indeed
Lovecraftian. Two thumbs up!. My review of Untamed: life of a cougar

pros

- My cubs are adorable
- it's not realistic but I'm going to pretend thats okay!
- cubs have different stages
- there is a tutorial
- You don't even have to have cubs in this game, I've played it like that.
Cons

- glitches
- Anything more than easy mode is a bit too extreme
- It like never updates I think this is as good as it will ever get

My experiences with this game:

~~me last year~~
I was roaming around and stuff. And found glitches. I also went into easy mode. And restarted the game multiple times. And
had a hard time. Then, right when i was 9 days, almost at the 2nd stage, the stage i waited for, i was completely surrounded. And
I had to restart the game. again. So, then i got another game and Oak died. (one of my cubs) then I finally got into the 2nd stage
after a pretty chill time. But, right now, the male cougar is attacking me every 15 seconds. alongside several other creatures.

But..... When I'm not suffering its almost kind of fun. So, I recomend this game to anyone who strongly enjoys routines, has lots
of patience, and prays to the cougar god every night because that is the only way you will enjoy this game, no jokes, no lies.

I'm giving this game

~2\/10~ Because i don't pray to any cougar gods ever

and

~7\/10~ because i strongly, wholeheartedly enjoy routines.

thank. Fake season Pass does not contain all DLC.
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